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Abstract

Organicinorganic lead halide perovskite solar cells (PSCs)
recently achieved a photo-to-electricity conversion efficiency
(PCE) of 22.1%. They drew much attention as promising
photovoltaic devices. However, the Pb-based PSCs face great
challenges for commercial and industrial applications due to the
instability and the toxicity of perovskite materials. Herein, we
summarize the current development of various types of Pb-free
perovskites, such as the Sn-, Bi-, Ge-, Sr-, and Cu-based
perovskites and their devices. In addition, we will address some
remaining issues and prospects of the Pb-free PSCs.

Keywords: Perovskite solar cell | Pb free |
Organic–inorganic hybrid material

1. Introduction

The organicinorganic lead halide perovskite solar cell
(PSC) has drawn much attention due to its unique advantages
and rapid progress.15 Researches have demonstrated that the
Pb-based perovskite materials exhibit the characteristic strong
absorption across a wide spectrum range,6 as well as a long
carrier diffusion length for both the electrons and holes.7

Another advantage is that the PSC device does not require
relatively extreme conditions such as a high temperature and
high pressure, which are normally required during silicon-based
solar cell fabrication. Such advantages would result in low
manufacturing costs and easily satisfied industrial operating
requirements. In addition, the raw materials, such as PbI2 and
methylammonium iodide (MAI), also have cost advantages
compared to silicon-based solar cells.

Despite the exciting advantages mentioned above, the Pb-
based PSCs still have several serious issues. One main issue is
its toxicity. A study showed that Pb affects the human nervous
system as well as the reproductive system.8 Due to the easy
decomposition of the perovskite materials in a humid environ-
ment or under strong UV radiation, the processor would produce
Pb2+ cations. In addition, the decomposition procedure of the
perovskite is irreversible. Another issue is an efficiency drop or
device failure, which causes defects on the TiO2 surface.9,10 When
under an oxygen-rich environment, UV light can significantly
promote the inducement of oxygen molecule diffusion into the
perovskite layer and form peroxide or superoxide compounds,
which produce some defects on the TiO2 surface. It has also
been shown that UV illumination alone can encourage carrier
recombination at the local trapping sites, as well as promoting
halogen radicals, thus causing degradation.11 Moisture and high
temperature are the most hazardous factors to the PSCs, because
Pb-based perovskite materials would exhibit degradation under
the conditions of both moisture and high temperature over 140 °C.

In order to solve these key issues mentioned above, many
groups carried out studies, including the development of Pb-free
materials for PSCs. In this review, we will introduce the very
recent progress in the development of Pb-free materials and
applications for PSCs. We will also state the remaining issues
and prospects of Pb-free perovskite materials.

2. Sn-based Perovskite

When considering the reduction or replacement of Pb, Sn

turned out to be the primary choice. Being in the same group as
Pb, the Sn perovskite is predicted to be able to maintain most of
the optoelectronic properties of the Pb perovskite due to similar
band structures,12 and to avoid the toxicity and pollution issue of
lead.

In order to utilize Sn for the light absorber, attempts of
partial and full replacement of Pb by Sn were both carried out.13

In 2014, our group reported a series of Pb/Sn hybrid PSCs,
which achieved promising power conversion efficiencies (PCEs)
over 4%.14 We also found that the absorption edge of the mixed
perovskite was especially pushed up to the NIR range of
1060 nm, much longer than that of Pb perovskite (below
800 nm). It was also shown that when the ratio of Pb/Sn reached
1:1 (MAPb0.5Sn0.5I3), the highest PCE of 4.18% was achieved
with the open circuit voltage (Voc) = 0.32V, short-circuit current
density (Jsc) = 19.88mAcm¹2, and fill factor (FF) = 0.37.

Figure 1 showed the band structure and absorption spectra
of these Pb/Sn mixed perovskites showing different band
structures under the various Sn/Pb ratios. In 2016, Lin et al. also
reported the especially wide absorption range ofMASn0.5Pb0.5I3.
By introducing fullerene as the electron-transfer material, they
achieved a higher Voc of 0.69V, thus pushing the PCE up to
10%.15

Other groups have also studied the hybrid Pb/Sn-based
PSCs. Hao et al. reported a mixed CH3NH3Sn0.25Pb0.75I3
perovskite with the PCE of 7.37%,16 and the Jsc is higher than
that of MAPbI3. Zuo et al. also found that adding Sn to the
Pb-based perovskite could enlarge the perovskite crystal grain,
improve the surface coverage, and reduce the local traps. They
achieved a PCE of 10.1% for the Pb/Sn mixed perovskite.17

Normally, we would consider that with a higher lead ratio
comes better PCE, but Jen and co-workers showed that other
cations/anions also play important roles. They achieved 9.77%
with a MASn0.15Pb0.85I3¹yCly (band gap of 1.38 eV) device,
and 14.35% with a devise with a lower lead ratio, i.e.,
MA0.5FA0.5Pb0.75Sn0.25I3 (band gap of 1.33 eV).17,18

It also appeared that the inverted structure would result in
better performance with Sn/Pb mixed materials. For example,
in 2016, Li et al. fabricated an inverted structured device
with MAPb0.5Sn0.5I3, achieved a PCE of 13.6%.19 Liao et al.

Figure 1. Band structure and absorptions of Sn/Pb mixed
perovskite.14
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employed (MAPbI3)0.4(FASnI3)0.6 in inverted device and
achieved a PCE of 15.08%.20

In 2014, Noel et al. reported fully substituted Sn perovskite
MASnI3, revealing that the Sn perovskite needed no further
annealing to achieve a crystalline structure.21 However, their
study also revealed that the Sn perovskites have a relatively short
carrier lifetime and a much shorter carrier diffusion length than
the Pb-based perovskites. This suggested that stronger electron
and hole extracting materials would be necessary. The band gap
of this perovskite was estimated to be 1.23 eV, the device Voc was
0.88V, and the PCE was 6.5%. Figure 2 showed the XRD pattern
and the SEM image of this Sn perovskite. Other studies of fully
substitute Sn perovskites were also reported. For example, Liao
et al. reported a FASnI3 device with the best PCE of 6.22%.22

It should be pointed out that the Sn-based perovskite still
had the instability issue. When the Sn-based perovskite was
exposed to a humid environment or a high temperature (over
50 °C), the Sn2+ cations could be oxidized into Sn4+ cations
relatively fast, resulting in a sharp decrease in the PCE. It has
been shown that the stability of the Sn perovskites was lower
than that of the Pb perovskite.14

In order to improve the stability of the Sn perovskite, many
studies were carried out to modify the fabricating techniques.
One way to improve its stability is to introduce certain oxidation
suppressors to reduce tin vacancies and Sn4+ formation, and
mostly, such materials are tin halides. Lee et al. reported that
a combining treatment of SnF2 and pyrazine can result in a
compact and smooth FASnI3 film surface, improving the PCE
from 2.8% to 4.0%.23 Song et al. introduced SnI2 to treat ASnI3
(A = Cs, MA, FA) to suppress Sn2+ vacancies, achieve a PCE of
4.81%.24 Yokoyama et al. proposed that the tin halide additives
could supply SnO2 or SnOH to promote the hole carrier density
and suppress the oxidation of the perovskite materials.25

Many other methods were introduced to enhance the
stability of tin-based perovskite device. Jung et al. carried out
consequential vapor deposition under a high vacuum (1.5 ©
10¹6 Torr) condition to synthesize MASnBr3, obtaining a well-
uniformed perovskite film of 400 nm thickness and achieving
a PCE of 1.12%.26 Yokoyama et al. introduced low-temperature
vapor deposition (LTVD) technique in combination with low-
temperature annealing to fabricate a dense MASnI3 film,
achieving a PCE of 1.86%.27 Fujihara et al. employed an anti-
solvent method to fabricate MASnI3 devices, achieving an
improved coverage, with an average PCE of 2.14%.28

The Sn-based perovskite has become a promising alternative
material for replacing the Pb-based perovskite. However,
instability and low PCE issues of the materials and devices

still remain. In addition, Sn-based perovskite also has a certain
degree of toxicity. Recently, Babayigit et al. systematically
studied the environmental impact of the Pb- and Sn-based
perovskites by using the zebrafish (Danio Rerio) as the model
organism. By comparing the damage done to living organic
samples, they showed that the Sn-based perovskite also
possesses a significant degree of toxicity.29 Such problems
prompt more research to find other alternative materials, which
can be more stable with less or no toxicity.

3. Bi-based Perovskites

The Bi cation is non-toxic with a stable 6p-block structure
and a high dielectric constant. Bi halides are also predicted to
have an octahedral-coordinated structure as one class of defect-
tolerant materials, suggesting that the Bi-based perovskite can
exhibit a longer charge carrier lifetime by having lower intrinsic
trap densities and defect states.30 Therefore, Bi-based perovsk-
ites have been paid much attention as a promising candidate Pb-
free perovskite.

Bi-based perovskites entered the scene in 2015, when Park
et al. synthesized the Bi-based perovskite A3Bi2I9 (A to be Cs
and MA) as a photovoltaic absorber.31 Their XRD results for the
Bi-based perovskites with different halogen anions showed that
these Bi perovskites had similar hexagonal crystalline phase
structures. They estimated the band gap of A3Bi2I9 to be ca.
2.1 eV for MA and 2.2 eV for Cs, and the exciton binding energy
was calculated to be 70meV (while Pb perovskite is at 25
50meV). They obtained a low PCE of 1.09% for CS3Bi2I9
(FF = 0.6, Voc = 0.85V, and Jsc = 2.15mAcm¹2), 0.12% for
MA3Bi2I9 (FF = 0.33, Voc = 0.68V, and Jsc = 0.52mAcm¹2).
The low efficiency could be due to several reasons, such as extra
band-gap states, poor morphology, excess reactant residue, and
interface contact. They also tested the stability of MA3Bi2I9.
While stored under dry and dark conditions, the Bi perovskites
showed no significant change in their optoelectronic properties
for one month. These results suggested that the Bi perovskite has
the potential of good stability.

Later in 2015, Hoye et al. synthesized the pure-phase Bi
halide perovskite MA3Bi2I9 (MBI) using both solution process-
ing and vapor-assisted techniques.32 Such methods produced a
Bi perovskite with the band gap of 2.0 eV. The optical absorption
coefficient was estimated to be ca. 105 cm¹1. They also studied
the carrier lifetime of the Bi perovskites using photolumines-
cence (PL) decay under the ambient room temperature. By using
a two-step spin-coating method and employing MAI in the vapor
phase rather than in the liquid phase, the surface morphology of
the MBI was improved, producing a smoother film, pure phase,
and dramatically increasing the PL decay time from 0.12 to
0.76 ns. They also found that the vapor processing rather than
the solution processing was the method that achieved longer PL
decay times. They obtained the PL decay times of at least 760 ps
with the bulk lifetime closer to 5.6 ns. They also demonstrated
that MA3Bi2I9 did not decompose into BiI3; instead, it formed
an oxidation layer in a humid environment. Under the condition
of ca. 61% relative humidity and ca. 22 °C, the XRD showed
that the Bi perovskite lasted 25 days with a minimal structural
change, while the Pb-based perovskite readily decomposed after
only 5 days. Their results showed that the Bi perovskite is a
promising material for solar absorbers.

Figure 2. XRD (a) and SEM (b) images of MASnI3 perov-
skite.21
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In order to obtain an in-depth understanding of the crystal
structure of the Bi-based perovskite, Eckhardt et al. recently
performed a crystallographic study to gain insight into the Bi
perovskite.33 They synthesized the MA3Bi2I9 single crystal via
the solution process and found that the anion group (Bi2I9)3¹

in MA3Bi2I9 forms face-sharing octahedron pairs separated by
MA+ ions in contrast to the corner-sharing structure of MAPbI3.
The octahedron structure formed by the BiI bonds also showed
a minor distortion, which was suggested to be caused by an inner
repulsion between the two Bi3+ ions. This suggests that the
structure is a 2D hexagonal shape. The 2D layered crystal
structure can explain the reason that the Bi perovskite is more
stable than the Sn and Pb perovskites.

Studies were also done with Bi perovskites to obtain an
improvement by switching MA with inorganic cations and by
partially replacing halogen with other chalcogenide elements.
A series of ambient stable MABiXY2 types of Bi perovskite
structures were predicted by Sun et al.,34 using the split-anion
method with the density functional theory (DFT) and spinorbit
coupling (SOC) calculations, where X = chalcogenides (S, Se,
Te) and Y = halogens (I, Br, Cl). They estimated that the lowest
band gap was 1.24 eV (MABiTeI2), and the highest one was
2.00 eV (MABiSCl2), compared to that of MAPbI3 (1.55 eV) in
previous calculations and experiments.35 Figure 3 showed the
calculated band gaps of these mixed-anion Bi perovskites. They
also suggested that MABiSI2 (band gap = 1.38 eV) had a better
absorption below 3 eV, which consisted of about 94% radiation
under the AM 1.5 condition. Though the PCE was not
emphasized here, the good optoelectronic properties ofMABiSI2
still proposed a rather strong photovoltaic potential. In addition,
they also indicated that the split-anion method could be used
to find a possible solution to the degradation issue of the Sn
perovskite.

However, such a theoretical prediction should be considered
with careful practical validation. A recent report demonstrated
that the Bi perovskites with a chalcogenide/halogen anion
mixture exhibited a certain level of thermodynamic instability,
which may result in decomposition and losing the perovskite
structure, or prevent the formation of the 3D perovskite lattice.36

In this attempt, although the tolerance factor (t) was in good
agreement with that of the theoretically stable perovskite

material, the difference in the ion radii and electronegativity
still caused a significant phase segregation, and none of the
several trials with different compositions succeeded in forming
the target perovskites. Research concerning such topics is very
limited, and further in-depth investigations are still necessary.
If there is indeed a way to fabricate a chalcogenide-doped Bi
perovskite, which is thermodynamically stable, it could well be
one of the most promising substitutes for the Pb perovskite.

Some post-treatment methods were also introduced to try
to refine the morphology of the bismuth-based perovskite film.
Kulkarni et al. tried to treat the film with NMP to get better
surface coverage, improving PCE from 0.19% to 0.31%.37

Okano et al. fabricated the MBI perovskite device with N2 gas
blowing to the film during spin coating. This method greatly
improved the coverage of the MBI film, enhancing the PCE
from 0.07% to 0.08%.38 Ran et al. employed a thermal
evaporation-assisted deposition technique to fabricate the MBI
film, achieving a PCE of 0.39% with an exceptional high Voc of
0.8V on an inverted device.39

Another idea of Bi substitution is to form a double
perovskite with Bi and another cation. Xiao et al. carried out
a comprehensive theoretical study focusing on this type of
materials.40 The study showed that the bismuth-based double
perovskite AMBiX6, also known as the “elpasolite” material,
is predicted to have a good stability against both head and
moisture, with a long carrier recombination lifetime and a low
carrier effective mass. The issue is, although many elements can
fit in the formula as the candidates for A and M sites, very few
of them are predicted to be able to sustain the double perovskite
structure under room temperature. Most of the combinations
would be either hard to synthesize or existed only at a higher
temperature as a meta-stable form.

Two attempts recently reported by Volonakis et al.41 and
Slavney et al.42 suggested that silver might be a superior choice
on the M site. In these reports, the cations of the noble metals
Cu, Ag, and Au were theoretically considered. They synthesized
double perovskites Cs2BiAgCl6 and Cs2BiAgBr6. The indirect
band gaps of the obtained Cs2BiAgCl6 and Cs2BiAgBr6
perovskites were determined to be 2.32.5 and 1.95 eV,
respectively. Especially, Slavney et al. pointed out that their
Cs2BiAgBr2 perovskite has a uniquely long PL decay time of
over 600 ns, and their results suggested that the Bi-based double
perovskites could generally have a longer carrier lifetime. Filip
et al. carried out a theoretical study to confirmed the band gap
of Cs2AgBiX6 (X = Cl, Br) to be near 2 eV. The study also
suggested that Cs2AgBiI6 can hardly constrain its double
perovskite structure under room temperature and thus will be
hard to synthesize.43 Wei et al. introduced an organic cation
to synthesize the double perovskite material MA2KBiCl644 and
MA2AgBiBr6,45 showing that the hybrid double perovskite is
also viable. However, tests showed that the hybrid double
perovskite materials are not superior to the all-inorganic ones,
and they are less stable than their all-inorganic counterparts.

In 2016, our group studied the effect of multiplicative
interactions between bismuth triiodide and a layered organic
inorganic perovskite on the spectra absorption and photovoltaic
performance of thin film solar cells. We prepared composite
active layers with bismuth triiodide (BiI3) and a layered
perovskite (CH3NH3)3Bi2I9 by a simple solution method. We
found that the nano/macrostructures and morphology of BiI3

Figure 3. Theoretical estimated band gaps of mixed anion Bi-
based perovskite.34
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have been modified due to the introduction of (CH3NH3)3Bi2I9
with a large grain size. The absorption spectra of the composite
active layers were enhanced. A shift in the conduction bands
and the enlarged band gaps of the composite films were also
observed. We achieved an enhancement of ca. 67% in the PCE
of the fabricated solar cells due to the multiplicative interactions
of the composite active layers.46

Bi-based perovskites are promising materials for the active
layer of the solar cell due to their good stability and non-toxicity,
as well as high absorption. However, the issue of the Bi
perovskites is the low PCEs due to their relatively larger band
gaps. It is essential to find a method of tuning the band gaps for
improving the optical performance of the Bi perovskites.

4. Ge-based Perovskites

Ge, in the same group as Pb, is also considered to be the
substitute for Pb. It has been widely used in the semi-conductor
and Si-Ge hybrid solar cells fields. Earlier studies showed that
the Ge-based perovskites could have solid-state properties
similar to those of the Pb- and Sn-based perovskites.47,48 In
addition, the properties and applications of the Ge-based
perovskite in the form of ABO3 were previously studied.49,50

However, studies of the Ge halide perovskite as a light absorber
in the photovoltaic field have been limited until very recent.

In 2016, Sun et al. reported a computational study about
the Ge-based perovskite using multiple DFT methods.51 The
mixed halide Ge perovskite with the form of MAGeX3 (X = I,
Br, Cl) was discussed. The calculated tolerance factors (TFs) of
MAGeX3 are 0.965 for I, 0.988 for Br, and 1.005 for Cl, while
the TF ofMAPbI3 was calculated to be 0.834. These TFs were in
the range of 0.971.03 for the ideal perovskite crystal model.52

It was thus empirically argued that MAGeX3 had an ideal
perovskite structure. The band gap (Eg) of the MAGeX3

perovskites were also estimated, and the Eg of MAGeI3 was
1.61 eV, in contrast to 2.81 and 3.76 eV for the Br and Cl anions,
respectively. The band gap data indicated that MAGeI3 might
have a higher potential than MAGeBr3 and MAGeCl3. They
also carried out a detailed analysis of the density of the states,
as well as the estimation of the effective masses when the
elastic scattering within the lattice was minimized. The results
demonstrated that MAGeI3 had even better electron/hole trans-
portation properties than Pb perovskites. Based on the obtained
absorption coefficients, it was shown that MAGeI3 also had
a relatively good absorption in the 380780 nm range of the
spectrum. Although no practical experiment was carried out in
this study, the potential of MAGeX3 was observed.

Practical research was also carried out by Krishnamoorthy
et al. in 2015.53 They synthesized three kinds of AGeI3
perovskites with difference cations, where the A site was Cs,
CH3NH3 (MA), and HC((NH2)2) (FA). The tolerance factor of
the A cation became larger from Cs to MA and FA, indicating
more distortion of the structures. Further TGA data supported
their estimation. CsGeI3 was more stable at the higher temper-
ature of 350 °C than MAGeI3 and FAGeI3, which could only
reach ca. 250 °C due to the decomposition of their organic
cations at the A sites. The band gaps of the AGeI3 (A: Cs, FA,
MA) perovskites were estimated to be 1.63, 2.00, and 2.35 eV,
respectively. The CsGeI3 perovskite had a band gap similar to
that ofMAPbI3; therefore, it was assessed to be a good substitute

of Pb for PSCs applications. The other two Ge perovskites with
larger band gaps could be considered to be candidates for
achieving high open circuit voltages, and more suitable for
tandem solar cell applications. The results suggested that we
could tune the band gaps by changing the cation of the
perovskites. The Krishnamoorthy group further constructed
photovoltaic devices with the Ge perovskites CsGeI3 and
MAGeI3 synthesized above. The devices showed the Jsc of 5.7
and 4mAcm¹2, respectively. However, the Voc of these devices
were very low due to the poor solubility of these compounds in
polar organic solvents. Also, the Ge2+ oxidation to Ge4+ was
observed.

5. Alkaline-Earth Metal (Ca, Sr, Ba)-based
Perovskites

Alkaline-earth metals (Ca, Sr, Ba) are also interesting
materials for the substitution of Pb. The decision to employ
alkaline-earth metals is stated to be based on Goldschmidt’s
rules of substitution, in combination with some quantum
mechanical studies such as the bonding pattern analysis. Besides
the theoretical suitability, the alkaline-earth metals and their
compounds are usually of low cost, which is a natural advantage
towards industrial applications.

Our group reported the partial substitution of Pb with Sr in
2015.54 In this study, we synthesized Pb-Sr mixed perovskites
with the formula of MASrXPb(1¹X)I3. We chose Sr based on the
fact that Sr has an ion radius similar to that of Pb+ (132 and
133 pm, respectively); therefore, it is considered to be able to
replace Pb while bringing about no damaging structural change
to the perovskite lattice. XRD results showed that the mixed
perovskite possesses the typical perovskite structure. The SEM
images of these mixed perovskites showed relatively large
clusters on top of the perovskite film of the pure Pb-based
perovskite, and when the Sr/Pb ratio increased, the cluster
size decreased and eventually the clusters disappeared. This
result indicated that the introduction of Sr could improve the
morphology of the perovskite film by affecting the crystalliza-
tion process and the deposition processor. However, it is also
shown that at a higher Sr ratio (0.3:1), impurities will occur and
decrease the electrical performance. It is also shown that for
different Sr/Pb ratios, the band gaps of the perovskites also
differ, and the change in the band gaps would directly reflect
the change in absorption. The PCEs of these mixed PSCs were
obtained to be much lower than that of Pb PSCs. Figure 4
showed some of the properties of this Sr/Pb mixed perovskite.

In 2015, Jacobsson et al. reported the theoretical study of a
Sr perovskite, MASrI3.55 They employed coupled cluster singlet
and doublet (CCSD) calculation to demonstrate that MASrI3
could indeed have a crystal structure similar to MAPbI3, and
also DFT calculations suggest that MASrI3 can be a close ana-
logue with respect to the formation energy and cell parameters.
However, the problem is that the estimated band gap of the
MASrI3 is too wide (3.6 eV), wider than most of the other
substitutions discussed above. They also reported that synthesis
attempts with conventional solution methods were not success-
ful. The group tried out many alterations and changes, such as
with different Sr sources (SrI2, SrCl2) and different solutions
(DMF, DMSO, DMF/DMSO); however, the XRD results still
showed that no perovskite was obtained. They thus concluded
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that alternative synthesis routes, such as vapor phase synthesis
or the layer-by-layer method, must be introduced in order to
conduct further experimental studies.

Recently, Jacobsson et al. carried out another theoretical in-
depth study of the Sr substitution and they expanded the study
scope to not only Sr but also three alkaline-earth elements, i.e.,
Ca, Sr, and Ba.56 They adopted general gradient approximation
(GGA) exchange correlation function and PerdewBurke
Ernzerhof (PBE) pseudopotential methods, which are presum-
ably more precise when carrying out the crystal DFT calcu-
lations. They proposed that alkaline-earth element-based per-
ovskites have a super cell structure consisting of 48 atoms in a
tetragonal Bravais lattice. They estimated the formation energy
for the Ba, Ca, Sr, and Pb perovskites, and the results showed
that alkaline-earth metal perovskites have a slightly more
negative formation energy compared to the Pb perovskites.
They also found that the lattice constant of the alkaline-earth
metal perovskites would slightly change with different ion
radii compared to that of the Pb perovskites. These two facts
suggested that the alkaline-earth metal perovskites could have
a rather fine perovskite structure. It is postulated that the
octahedron structure tilting in these alkaline-earth metal per-
ovskites are mainly attributed to the atomic radii rather than the
electronegativity, and the tilting has important effects on the
band gaps and other properties. The estimated band gaps for the
Ca, Sr, and Ba perovskites are 2.95, 3.6, and 3.3 eV, respectively.
It is shown that the Ca, Sr, and Ba perovskites all have relatively
large effective masses.

Our group also investigated the electronic properties of the
lead-free halide double perovskites, Cs2NaBX6 (B = Sb and Bi;
X = Cl, Br, and I) by first principle calculations to ascertain their
potential application for solar energy conversion. These com-
pounds were predicted to be of indirect band gap, which are
similar to the very recently reported compound Cs2AgBiBr6.
With treatment of the spinorbital coupling, the band gaps for
Cs2NaSbI6 and Cs2NaBiI6 were calculated to be 1.65 and
1.68 eV, respectively. Furthermore, the effective masses and

absorption coefficients of the photocarriers were also calculated
based on the PBE ground states. These results reveal the
potential optoelectronic applications of these lead-free double
perovskite materials.57

The crystal structure and the optoelectronic properties of
alkaline-earth metal perovskites, in combination with the
difficulty of fabrication, suggested that these alkaline-earth
metal-based perovskites might not be good candidates for
photoabsorbers. They are instead suggested to be potential good
electron/hole selective materials. More detailed studies are still
needed in this field.

6. Transition-metal-based Perovskites

While Sn, Bi, Sr, and Ge proved to possess very promising
photovoltaic application potentials, other innovative alternatives
also underwent intense studies. Transition metals were also
considered as substitutes of Pb. The transition metal perovskites
assume a 2D body-centered tetragonal layer structure, which
allows the employment of more organic cation variations. In
2015, Cui et al. reported the synthesis of two cupric bromide
perovskites, which are (p-F-C6H5C2H4-NH3)2-CuBr4 and (CH3-
(CH2)3NH3)2-CuBr4.58 The estimated band gaps are 1.74 and
1.76 eV, respectively. The former achieved the PCE of 0.51%
with Jsc = 1.46mAcm¹2, Voc = 0.87V, and FF = 0.40, while
the latter achieved the PCE of 0.63% with Jsc = 1.78mAcm¹2,
Voc = 0.88, and FF = 0.40.

Recent research by Cortecchia et al. reported fabricating a
mixed halide perovskite with the structure of MA2CuIXBr4¹X .59

Figure 5 shows the theoretical structure and the absorption of
this Cu perovskite. This perovskite was reported to have a 2D
structure mainly due to the smaller ionic radii of Cu, and its band
gap can be tuned easily by adjusting the halogen composition.
The study showed that when the halogen anions consisted of
only bromine, the obtained perovskite had a low purity and was
very sensitive to the atmospheric moisture. However, a very
small amount of the chlorine additive (Cl:Br = 1:7) could

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. Device structure and properties of Sr/Pb mixed perovskite. (a) The device structure; (b) UVvis absorption; (c) XRD pattern;
(d) IPCE curve.54
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dramatically increase the magnitude of crystallization, as well as
the stability in a humid environment. It is suggested that the ratio
control is essential since fast crystallization would produce less
uniform films. These findings are important when dealing with
the common humid unstable problem of some perovskites. The
Cu perovskites showed a wide absorption up to the NIR region,
and the band gaps are rather large (2.83.0 eV). The reduction
in the number of extra Cu2+ cations was found to be the major
cause of the low PCE (only 0.01%). This material provides a
new pathway for constructing perovskites, and it showed that
the radical recombination of electronic pairs in the 2D structure
would become an issue.

7. Ferroelectronic Perovskite Material
La2NiMnO6

Ferroelectronic perovskite materials were previously used
mainly targeting their magnetic properties. However, investiga-
tion of some ferroelectronic perovskites suggested that they have
the potential to be employed as light absorbers. Moreover,
they can be treated as a type of Pb-free perovskites. In 2009,
Nechache et al. reported Bi2CrFeO6 as a light absorber, achiev-
ing the PCE of 8%.60 However, such a material requires very
complicated fabrication conditions with expensive methods such
as pulsed-laser-involved physical vapor deposition.44

Our group focused on the study of La2NiMnO6, and carried
out both theoretical and practical studies in 2015. We synthe-
sized the La2NiMnO6 double perovskite by a simple solution
Pechini method, which is mainly based on liquid-phase chemical
reactions.61 Both the monoclinic and rhombohedral structures of
the La2NiMnO6 were obtained. We also found that the temper-
ature can affect the crystal structure of La2NiMnO6. DFT and
GGA+U method were employed to estimate the band gaps of
La2NiMnO6 synthesized at 600 and 900 °C, obtaining 1.2 and
1.4 eV, respectively. These results are lower than that of the
LaMnO3 single perovskite (1.72.0 eV). Figure 6 showed the
calculated band gaps of La2NiMnO6 and Bi2CrFeO6.

8. Summary

In this review, we introduced the current advancements in
Pb-free perovskite materials aiming at photovoltaic applications.
The developed substitutes for Pb included Sn, Bi, Sr, Ge, Cu,
and some double perovskites. We have summarized various Pb-
free perovskite solar cells and their performances in Table 1.

Among them, the Sn-based perovskite achieved the highest
performance. However, the stability and toxic issues still remain.

On the other hand, Bi-based perovskites are not only much less
toxic, but also show a remarkably improved stability than the
Pb-based perovskites, but the problem is low PCE.

Ge, Sr, and Cu were predicted by theoretical calculation to
be good substitutes. However, practical experiments encountered
unexpected difficulties. Moreover, the high cost of both the raw
material and fabrication methods suggested that further inves-
tigations should be carried out. Despite the fact that the Ge

Figure 5. Structure and absorption of Cu-based perovskite.59 Figure 6. Band gaps of LNiMnO and BCrFeO.61

Table 1. Pb-free perovskites optoelectronic properties summary

Perovskites
PCE
/%

Voc
/V

Jsc
/mAcm¹2 FF

Band gap
/eV

MAPb0.85Sn0.15I316 10.10 0.76 19.12 0.66 N/A
MAPb0.75Sn0.25I317 7.37 0.73 15.82 0.64 1.17
MAPb0.85Sn0.15I3¹vClv17 9.77 0.76 19.10 0.66 1.38
MA0.5FA0.5Pb0.75Sn0.25I318 14.35 0.82 22.44 0.78 1.33
MASnI321 6.50 0.88 16.8 0.42 1.23
MAPb0.5Sn0.5I314 4.18 0.32 19.88 0.37 1.28
MAPb0.5Sn0.5I315 10.00 0.69 22.80 0.635 1.12
MAPb0.5Sn0.5I319 13.60 0.75 36.30 0.688 1.18
(MAPbI3)0.4(FASnI3)0.620 15.08 0.795 26.86 0.706 1.20
FASnI322 6.22 0.465 22.07 0.607 1.40
FASnI323 4.00 0.29 24.50 0.55 N/A
CsSnI324 4.81 0.38 25.71 0.49 N/A
MASnBr326 1.12 0.50 4.27 0.49 2.30
MASnI327 1.86 0.27 17.80 0.39 1.27
MASnI328 2.14 0.45 11.82 0.40 N/A

A3Bi2I9 (A = MA, Cs)31 0.12 0.68 0.52 0.33 2.1
1.09 0.85 2.15 0.60 2.2

MA3Bi2I937 0.31 0.51 0.94 0.61 N/A
MA3Bi2I938 0.082 0.69 0.37 0.32 N/A

MAGeX3 (X = Cl, Br, I)51 Not reported 0.59 3.76
0.53 2.81
0.66 1.61

AGeI (A = Cs, MA)53 0.11 0.74 5.70 0.27 1.60
0.20 1.50 4.00 0.30 2.00

MASrXPb(1¹X)I3
(X = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3)55

1.97 0.87 4.32 0.53 N/A
0.69 0.88 1.34 0.59 N/A
1.93 0.94 2.80 0.73 N/A

MABI3 (B = Ca, Sr, Ba)56 Not reported 2.90, 3.60,
3.30

CsNaMI6 (M = Sb, Bi)57 Not reported 1.65, 1.68

(p-F-C6H5C2H4-NH3)2-CuBr458 0.51 0.87 1.46 0.40 1.74
(CH3(CH2)3NH3)2-CuBr458 0.63 0.88 1.78 0.40 1.76
MA2CuIXBr(4¹X)

(X = 0.5, 1, 2)59
0.0017 0.29 <0.01 0.28 1.80

N/A 1.90
0.017 0.256 <0.01 0.32 2.12
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perovskites have potential applications, the cost of the Ge
element could be one great challenge to overcome. The Sr-based
perovskites encountered an issue that they are difficult to
synthesize experimentally. Cu was recently studied; the Cu-
based perovskites are more stable than the Sn-based and Ge-
based perovskites; unfortunately, the devices only produce very
low PCEs. A new technique breakthrough is needed to develop
new Pb-free perovskite materials.

Although lead-free perovskite-based solar cells hold the
promise of next-generation photovoltaic devices, a low efficien-
cy and inadequate stability remain as major challenges. In
addition, the overall performances of the lead-free PSCs are still
relatively low compared to those of the lead-based PSCs. Much
more research effort is expected in the area of developing new
materials and improving the performance of the solar cells,
which make PSCs as the real green and low-cost next-generation
technology for sustainable solar energy conversion.
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